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Si habla español u otro idioma, utilice la traducción debajo de la imagen. 
Nos disculpamos, todos los videos están en inglés, pero estamos trabajando para traducirlos al español.
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NASA, CIA and other government organizations would even consider such language, 
if the possibility did not exist. 

Concerning the number of documents available to the public, this is an extremely small sampling. 
Please do your due diligence as each of us need to research this important topic further.

The following links are truths debunking the lies NASA 
has been indoctrinating you with concerning satellites. 

Satellites are not used for standard cell communication !! 

NASA would have you believe there are many thousands of satellites encompassing the earth accommodating
the communications of the world including GPS. 

Try finding a GPS signal for your drone or your cell phone in the remote areas of the world. 
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demonstrate satellites do not exist as you thought they did,

and a few videos that demonstrate how 99% of the worlds data is transferred.

To start things out, here is a longer video on this topic where 
he presents good material on Government docs and more. 

YouTube will at times display an embedded video as "Video unavailable". 
We apologize for that, this is out of our control. 

200 Proofs Earth is Not a Spinning Ball - Eric Dubay (2015) 

 

Simply click on an image below to enlarge, 
To retain an image - Right click, “Save image as” 
or left click on the image and drag it to a folder. 

Please understand that these documents do not prove anything. 

What these documents do, is to raise the question as to why such prominent organizations such as

Flat Earth Government Documents 2 0 Prove Firmament FrFlat Earth Government Documents 2 0 Prove Firmament Fr……

200 Proofs Earth is Not a Spinning Ball - Eric Dubay (2015)200 Proofs Earth is Not a Spinning Ball - Eric Dubay (2015)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08nLPmjUkN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MPjv_dxLAQ
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I can personally testify the signals are invalid and nonexistence. 

So, IF, satellites do exist, why the need for so much underwater cable? 
Because satellites do not exist/cannot exist with a firmament overhead 

the way they would have you believe! 

Here is a decent documentary type video by 
Don't sphere the truth, 1:23:35 long. 

Worth the watch. 

Please take the time to review the following videos concerning this topic. 

Most believe cell communication uses satellites because they were told. 
That is just another lie. 

 

Flat Earth: The "Global" History Of CommunicationsFlat Earth: The "Global" History Of Communications

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gui-cg7JNwk
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This Captain knows what is going on Communication cables began decades ago 

Now you know the truth OH My !! Goggles newest “? Satellites ?” !! 

We hope these few documents will help in your search for the truth of what 
we believe to be a stationary/geocentric flat plane we call home. 

More info will follow as we obtain it 

Our YouTube channel is here
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